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Our design methodology is structured according to Stewart Brand’s 
Shearing Layers. The shearing layers is a description of how buildings 

-
olism and can be used as a framework to guide resource management 
by design, since the rate of exchange of each layer has very strong im-
plications on the use of resources in a Life Cycle Analysis.

Recent research has also shown that the Shearing Layers can be used 
as a framework for environmental design, as the lasting environmental 
impacts of the larger and slower changing layers have strong accumu-
lated impacts on the environmental performance of a design. Design 
decisions concerning the bigger and more permanent layers may have 

made at the smaller and rapidly changing layers. The Shearing Layers 
can be used as a Climate and Environmental Design hierarchy to guide 
decision making in the design process.

Together, the resource management and environmental design dimen-
sions of the shearing layers, makes it a powerful tool in the design pro-
cess. Each design decision on every layer can be evaluated according 
to its relation and impact on other design decisions. This allows the de-
sign team to navigate the design process and qualify decisions accord-
ing to performance and impact in a more transparent way.

At each stage in the design process, - from the conceptual design cov-
ered in this competition to later stages such as preliminary and detailed 
design, - design options are evaluated according to their life-cycle im-
pacts and environmental performance.

CYCLE
The Shearing Layers can metaphorically be called the gearbox of build-
ing metabolism. The shorter the life cycle of a layer, the higher the use 
of resources associated with it.

A building’s SITE conditions usually change very slowly over time. It 
can often be considered permanent.

The STRUCTURE of a building is also very permanent, and is usually 
not altered very much over the entire life-cycle of the building, which 
may be 50-100+ years

The SKIN of a building changes more often, as the wear and tear of the 
natural environment inevitably leads to replacement of components, 
and technological upgrades may become feasible. Modern windows 
for instance, have a technical life of 20-50 years

The building SERVICES are often replaced due to technical obsoles-
cence. 10-30 years

The SPACEPLAN is also susceptible to change, as the inhabitants 

years

STUFF is the most rapidly changing layer. Interior surfaces, furniture 

7

“Shearing Layers of Change”1 -	som	design	strategy	for	bæredygtigt	byggeri

1	Brand,	Stewart.	How	Buildings	Learn.	1994
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Bæredygtighed i byggeriet -	håndtering	af	kompleksitet

Figure 1: Sustainable Design Methodology and Design Process Integration
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Our design methodology is structured according to Stewart Brand’s 
Shearing Layers. The shearing layers is a description of how buildings 
change over time, and how the different layers or scales of a building 
change at different speeds. It is a theoretical model of building metab-
olism and can be used as a framework to guide resource management 
by design, since the rate of exchange of each layer has very strong im-
plications on the use of resources in a Life Cycle Analysis.

Recent research has also shown that the Shearing Layers can be used 
as a framework for environmental design, as the lasting environmental 
impacts of the larger and slower changing layers have strong accumu-
lated impacts on the environmental performance of a design. Design 
decisions concerning the bigger and more permanent layers may have 
bigger environmental benefits and be cheaper than design decisions 
made at the smaller and rapidly changing layers. The Shearing Layers 
can be used as a Climate and Environmental Design hierarchy to guide 
decision making in the design process.

Together, the resource management and environmental design dimen-
sions of the shearing layers, makes it a powerful tool in the design pro-
cess. Each design decision on every layer can be evaluated according 
to its relation and impact on other design decisions. This allows the de-
sign team to navigate the design process and qualify decisions accord-
ing to performance and impact in a more transparent way.

At each stage in the design process, - from the conceptual design cov-
ered in this competition to later stages such as preliminary and detailed 
design, - design options are evaluated according to their life-cycle im-
pacts and environmental performance.

SHEARING LAYERS – THE GEARBOX OF CHANGE IN A BUILDING’S LIFE 
CYCLE
The Shearing Layers can metaphorically be called the gearbox of build-
ing metabolism. The shorter the life cycle of a layer, the higher the use 
of resources associated with it.

A building’s SITE conditions usually change very slowly over time. It 
can often be considered permanent.

The STRUCTURE of a building is also very permanent, and is usually 
not altered very much over the entire life-cycle of the building, which 
may be 50-100+ years

The SKIN of a building changes more often, as the wear and tear of the 
natural environment inevitably leads to replacement of components, 
and technological upgrades may become feasible. Modern windows 
for instance, have a technical life of 20-50 years

The building SERVICES are often replaced due to technical obsoles-
cence. 10-30 years

The SPACEPLAN is also susceptible to change, as the inhabitants 
change needs and reorganize their lives differently quite often. 5-10 
years

STUFF is the most rapidly changing layer. Interior surfaces, furniture 
and stuff is continuously replaced, often within 1-5 years
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/ nordic built chart

SOCIAL CONCEPT

BUSINESS CONCEPT

ENERGY CONCEPT

LIFECYCLE CONCEPT

ECOLOGICAL CONCEPT

RENOVATION CONCEPT

DESIGN CONCEPT

O1/1

We, the Nordic building sector, will join forces and capitalise on our common strengths to deliver the sustainable 
solutions the Nordic region and the world demands. The time is now and the principles of 

Nordic Built Charter will lead the way.

our commitment
We commit to taking leadership and implement the Nordic Built principles in our work and our 

business plans. We commit to taking the necessary actions to deliver competitive concepts for a sustainable 
built environment that benefit users, the building sector, our region and the world.

our nordic built principles
we will create a built environment that:

our invitation
We, the Nordic building sector, invite the Nordic governments and public authorities, investors and financial 

institutions, end-users and building owners, the energy sector and all others who have a stake in our mission, to join us 
in our efforts to accelerate the transition to a sustainable built environment.

Signed by:

Is made for people and promotes 
quality of life  

Pushes the limits of sustainable 
performance, as a result of our innovative 

mind-set and high level of knowledge 

Merges urban living with the 
qualities of nature

Achieves zero emissions 
over its lifecycle 

Is functional, smart and aesthetically 
appealing, building on the best of the 

Nordic design tradition

Is robust, durable, flexible and timeless - 
built to last
 

Utilises local resources and is adapted 
to local conditions 

Is produced and maintained through 
partnerships founded on transparent colla-
boration across borders and disciplines.

Employs concepts that are scalable 
and used globally

Profits people, business and the 
environment

o1

o2

o3

o4

o5

o6

o7

o8

o9

1o

Company name Company representative Date Signature

APPENDIx o1/1

PRINCIPLES CONCEPTS CONCEPTS RELATIONS 
TO THE PRINCIPLES

The ten principles in the Nordic Built Charter have 
been transformed into seven concepts which sum-
marize the most important aspects of sustainable 
design. The seven concepts provide a multiple 
solutions space which breaks down the complexity 
of sustainable design into tangible elements.

Principles1-2-3-4-6-9-10

Principles 2-6-8-9-10

Principles 2-4-7-9-10

Principles 2-4-6-9

Principles 2-4-7-8-9-10

Principles 2-6-9-10

Principles 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10

NORDIC BUILT CHALLENGE Denmark

4

78753

Bæredygtighed i byggeriet -	identificering	af	vigtigste	parameter

}
STANDARDER / DE FACTO STANDARDER / PRINCIPPER
f.eks. EN15643 f.eks. DGNB, BREEAM f.eks. C2C, NBC
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CSOCIAL CONCEPT

/ social concept

KEYWORDS
•	 Residents and local community
•	 Local opportunities
•	 Job situation
•	 Financial security
•	 Demographic development: flexibility, adapt-

ability, accessability and integration.

The behavior of every resident will to a large de-
gree affect the overall consumption of energy in a 
building. There for it makes good sense to involve 
the residents and make them accountable for their 
individual consumption, to the benefit of the envi-
ronment.

We aim to create a concept and a lifestyle, which 
can be exported widely, a lifestyle the Nordic so-
ciety as a whole can be proud to be associated 
with. Big cities such as Amsterdam and Copenha-
gen are worlds wide acknowledged as being among 
the best cycle cities.  In the same order, a goal for the 
Nordic Built challenge should be to create a brand, 
so strong that people widely would connect Nordic 
building with a green and sustainable lifestyle.  To 
achieve this goal, we focus on the user, since the fi-
nal user/resident will have a large impact on wheth-
er we will reach the target of a more stable behavior. 
A certain lifestyle can’t be forces upon any one. On 
the contrary this project will by strategic means en-
courage residents to a greener awareness in terms of 
their daily life as consumers. It must be easy and fun 
to safe energy and water and produce less waste. 

THE CHALLENGE
We often find the same mix of residents in social 
housing. Often we meet the same kind of people 
and the same behavior from one social housing area 
to another often seem very alike. This behavior can 

often be explained by a certain identity of a housing 
area.  This identity can be an obstacle when trying to 
reach potential new residents’ groups. In this regard 
a central challenge is to create a common identity 
that speaks to a wider group of residents, an identity 
that is not created by a small and dominating group 
of dwellers. The challenge is how we can build on as 
many of the human resources in a certain area with-
out excluding anyone, and at the same time create 
better quality of life and housing using the social 
foundation to create these changes. 
The residents must be held accountable for their 
energy consumption. Taxing alone does not meet 
the goal of reducing how much energy is spent. We 
must create a sustainable and green awareness and 
aim to create a common shift in behavior that will 
improve the behavior of users hence gaining the 
overall consumption of resources. 

THE INTENTION
The vision is to make green housing ideas visible 
and comprehensive to everyone in order to create 
a stronger sustainable awareness. To achieve this, 
we must create a strong affiliation to the area, which 
can be the base for creating common ambitions, 
residents can relate to. In the long run this can mini-
mize energy consumption on a bigger scale.

There are three levels we must communicate to in 
order to create long term lifestyle changes: The 
housing association, the community in the spe-
cific area, and the residents. In order to ensure 
a green lifestyle we must implement a strong 
change in attitude and create an open dialog in 
and between these groups. 
It must be attractive to live in greener and more sus-
tainable housing areas. A part of this goal is met by 
making every resident take more responsibility for 
the common goal: To create a greener way of life. 

THE STRATEGY
The strategy and implementation of a green vi-
sion will create a strong awareness locally. At the 
same time, we will use the green strategy to make a 
stronger sense of identity in every housing area. Res-
idents must feel that a green profile is a benefit to 
them, and something they are proud of. Moving to 
a green housing area gives you a greener and better 
apartment and it is accompanied by a new way of 
living. For this mission to be successful the residents 
must be made aware of their every day behavior. 

Through different activities the residents must be 
informed how they individually and in common can 
reduce the overall level of energy consumption. Ac-
tivities can be ongoing information on sustainable 
behavior, locally appointed energy ambassadors, 
networks, working groups, study trips, events, etc.

A joined effort has great potential for an environ-
mentally friendly culture, which can propagate as 
a green identity for the residents. If pride in living 
where you do is strengthened and membership in-
creases, there is a natural urge to take good care of 
the place, thus extending the general material life 
and effects of sustainable actions.

When combining different types of activities and 
different types of apartments, the area will naturally 
turn to a wider audience. This will create a diverse 
mix of residents for the benefit of the overall social 
foundation and the many human resources this can 
result in - in the long run. In addition, we want Nor-
dic Built to attract already resourceful residents who 
already has a green lifestyle but want to strengthen 
it further more. They can appear as role models for 
other residents and potentially contribute to the 
general Community. 

THE METHODS
Housing association
The hope is to develop a green mind set and that 
residents will join forced to make this new green 
behavior visible. We imagine there are a lot of ini-
tiatives that support the vision such as open theme 
meetings where residents are taught, for example, 
cooking and how to reduce food waste. 
When many people live together, there is natu-
rally a regular in-and out-migration. These move-
ments are resource intensive. Potentially these 
movements can have a green focus point: We can 
create a recycling warehouse where you can ex-
change furniture, curtains, etc. 
We can also create other green initiatives: Utility Gar-
dens, knowledge paths explaining new actions, car 
free zones and waste separation. All these actions 
aim to make it easier for residents to live green, and 
at the same time they highlight the green changes 
to the rest of the world.  You can save a lot of en-
ergy on shared laundry with gray water (rainwater 
harvesting), and if the housing association organizes 
common laundry with professional management of 
water and soap, it will result in a further reduction 
in consumption. Laundry Café also has social quali-
ties as an informal meeting place for residents. It can 
be large energy benefits when implementing such 
facilities.

THE COMMUNITY
Social housing areas often attract low income groups 
of residents, even unemployed groups. But our resi-
dent community could form the basis for new, man-
ageable and meaningful jobs within the resident 
community (see section on BYSCO, in the business 
concept).  This group of people potentially makes up 
a base of human resources, who could be encour-
aged to contribute to the operation of the residents’ 
own facilities. For example, an unemployed resident 
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Figure 1: budget structures, standard and BYSCO model

KEYWORDS
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The economical concept tries to present a possible solution 
through creating a closed-loop incentive structure appealing 
to all stakeholders in a renovation project, resulting in greater 
financial security for all involved partners through the pro-
jects lifetime, a reduction of the environmental impacts and 
favouring the local community at the same time.

THE CHALLENGE:
The social housing sector is responsible for hundreds of thou-
sands of dwellings in Denmark. Great efforts are undertaken 
to maintain their quality, renovate them to current standards 
and react to new realities that lie within a changing aware-
ness of our environment. The existing financing schemes 
seem not to be able to cover the expenses that will be caused 
by extensive renovation projects with a greater focus on sus-
tainable measures. Reducing a buildings energy demand 
seems to be the least problematic of the challenges awaiting 
the sector, but how can be dealt with resource efficiency, pro-
moting local life as part of a building project or dealing with 
future financial risks?
How can the building administration provide greater se-
curity to their tenants, both with regard to the private 
economy, but also the supply with needed resources as 
water and heat.

Unpredictable energy and resource prices add uncertainty to 
future operation and service costs, limited/reduced building 
costs and in consequence the use of less robust building solu-
tions can cause earlier defects which result in shorter main-

tenance intervals and higher costs, at the same time usabil-
ity and quality of the building itself is reduced, the building 
owner has gotten a poorer building, the tenants have gotten 
a poorer service.
Shorter maintenance intervals, the greater number of 
replacements and less efficient use of energy results in a 
greater – and unnecessary - use of resources and expens-
es.
Currently the cost aspect does not seem to create a problem 
in itself, as both prices for building materials and energy are 
too low to actually create a greater saving incentive. But the 
uncertainty of future price developments and availability of 
resources is gaining importance and value (->as can be seen 
through the current forming of many new ESCOs).

The different phases in a building project, starting with 1. 
raw material production, 2. building material production, 3. 
component production, 4. building construction and 5. end-
ing with the use and operation of the building, create a new 
challenge, as each time a new phase in the lifetime is reached 
a “product” is sold to the next responsible entity, at the same 
time (and as warranty periods are short) all product-related 
responsibilities are transferred to the new owner. These 
transitions are called Point-of-Sales and are a major reason 
for products with shorter lifetimes. In opposition, removing 
Point-of-Sales will create a strong incentive of improving 
products as responsibilities stay with the producer through-
out the product’s total lifetime.

THE CONCEPT
The economical concepts is based on the principles for Prod-
uct Service Systems (PSS). PSS describe products that have 
been transferred into services, promoting their extended use 
and making their ownership less interesting and less relevant 
. The advantage for the user is the guaranteed high qual-
ity service at a fixed price, the system owner has an incen-
tive to keep the service updated, while continously push-

ing performance in order to increase the revenues of his/
her investment (the delta between the service fee and the 
real costs). 
In the building sector, the concept is well-known in the names 
of ESCO (Energy Service Company) or PPP (Public private 
partnership) with the difference, that ESCOs (only) have fo-
cussed on providing energy for buildings and thus reducing 
the risks of energy supply for the building owners and PPPs 
are most interested in finances related to the partnership.
Our model behind the economical concept can be called 
BYSCO   - a building service company – that will take 
ownership of renovation projects and accompany them 
through their complete lifetime. The aim of the BYSCO is 
to reduce both financial, but also quality related risks for the 
building owner and the tenants, saving resources in the 
construction and operation phases of the buildings, and 
creating a positive impact for the local community by 
providing new job opportunities and favouring a more 
local (and circular) economy.

THE SERVICE 
The utility provided by the BYSCO can be described as a 
spectrum of building related services ranging in time from 
planning, financing and steering of the building process, 
management of the necessary resources, setting up and op-
eration of the energy supply, operation and maintenance of 
the buildings. The engagement of the BYSCO stops the day 
the building has been disassembled and removed complete-
ly (End-of-Life). The responsibility for the End-of-Life stage 
is especially important, as it will create the strongest in-
centive to build and maintain the building in a way that 
it actually can be disassembled and split up into clean 
and re-usable building or raw materials, after a hopefully 
relatively longer lifetime.

BUSINESS CONCEPT

/ business concept
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ENERGY CONCEPT

/ energy concept

KEYWORDS
•	 Energy demand and supply 
•	 Renewable energy
•	 User behavior 
•	 Inclusion

Buildings are a major consumer of energy and natu-
ral resources. 
Reducing the environmental impact of buildings is 
therefore a key element in the battle against climate 
change and against the scarcity of resources on a 
global scale.

THE CHALLENGE
This reduction can be realized with a strategy on 
multiple levels as described in the Nordic Built Char-
ter:

•	 Energy efficient building design
•	 Reducing embodied energy in building materi-

als
•	 Use of renewable energy and smart technolo-

gies
•	 Clean on-site energy production

By these use of these means we are actually able to 
design new buildings that can achieve zero emis-
sion buildings over their life cycle – buildings 
that give more than they take. 

The challenge is to achieve the same goal in a retro-
fitting project. The Nordic Built Charter defines the 
target as at least 50% reduction of the net energy 
consumption in all retrofitting projects.
This is a highly relevant target, and absolutely 
achievable in most cases. 

Significant characteristics of buildings from the 
1950-60-70’s are building envelopes with insuffi-
cient insulation and airtightness, massive thermal 
bridges, mechanical installations with low energy 
efficiency and relatively small windows. These char-
acteristics result in poor energy performance and 
unsatisfactory indoor climate conditions. 

Furthermore, the technical systems and the building 
envelope have very often passed their technical life 
span and must be replaced – or some of them have 
already been partially replaced in half-hearted par-
tial renovation projects due to the limited economic 
resources in this part of the building sector. These 
solutions have a relatively short technical life span 
as well, and it is therefore important to avoid re-
peating the “sins of the past” when deciding the 
level of ambition in a renovation project.

INTENTION
Our intention is to renovate the buildings in Ellebo 
to a point where the net energy consumption is re-
duced to an absolute minimum, and where the in-
door climate at the same time is optimised in terms 
of daylight, acoustics and all thermal parameters. 

Technical solutions must be flexible and cost-effec-
tive to update and expand along with the future 
technical development of components and energy 
supply systems, thus reducing the life cycle costs 
and the future investments.

Technical solutions must also be well adapted to 
the general context of the building complex and 
the energy supply situation in the area. 

NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
Building requirements usually address the energy 
consumption related to building integrated ele-
ments such as heating and ventilation systems.
We therefore suggest passive design solutions such 
as optimized building envelope and energy efficient 
mechanical installations in order to comply with the 
requirements in the local building regulations. 

However - a significant part of the energy consump-
tion in buildings is related to user behaviour and 
their use of energy consuming appliances in their 
homes. It is therefore very important to encourage 
building users to exercise energy efficient behaviour 
in their use of the refurbished building facilities (see 
also Social Concept). 

STRATEGY 
As a starting point, we have evaluated the energy 
performance of the buildings in Ellebo in its original 
setup dating from 1962 and after the refurbishment 
from 1992.

Even after the renovation from 1992 and despite 
the refurbished facades, the energy demand of the 
building was approximately 136 kWh/m2 pr. year, 
which is quite typical for precast-concrete building 
from the 1960 in Denmark.

This level of energy consumption represents a sig-
nificant potential for optimizing the energy perfor-
mance and reducing the energy consumption with 
at least 50% as described in the Nordic Built Charter.

METHOD
It is our ambition to create optimised and realistic 
solutions by providing Ellebo with objective and ac-
curate information that will ensure a clear and well 
documented basis for decisions to be taken. 

By intensive use of advanced simulation tools we 
can investigate, discover and test different concepts 
and ideas. At this point we have defined a large 
number of possible solutions and ideas, which we 
have transformed into three levels of renovation in 
order to get an overview of the overall potential for 
energy savings in the project.

This range of solutions can be combined and 
adapted to the architectural solutions chosen by 
Ellebo in stage 2 of this competition.

LOCAL OR PUBLIC ENERGY SUPPLY
If the building is considered an isolated case, the 
gross energy consumption can be reduced by pro-
ducing clean on-site energy, for instance by the use 
of PV’s and heat pumps, which will reduce the CO2-
emissions from the building.

All buildings should be adapted to their local con-
text, also in terms of the overall energy supply. On a 
global scale it is very important to consider the pos-
sibilities for connecting to public systems such as 
district heating, district cooling and electricity smart 
grids. These systems are often sustainable on a so-
cietal and financial level and should be used when-
ever feasible in a specific project.

The energy production in most district heating sys-
tems is currently based on a combination of fossil 
fuels and renewables, but generally the trend is that 
fossil fuels will be phased out and replaced with re-

source: nudge.orgsource: Fogonazos.blogspot.com source: Marstal large scale solarheating
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based on diagram by Buro Happold, Adaptable futures competition 2011

Figure 3: material lifecycle

KEYWORDS
•	 Building lifecycle
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•	 Use cycles 
•	 Future development

The lifecycle concept addresses the change over 
time a building, its surroundings and users will 
undergo. The concepts has different levels that 
will reflect on the WHEN and WHY changes hap-
pen, and we will use it to visualize the “course of 
a building”.

THE CHALLENGE - THE BUILDING 
LIFECYCLE
In buildings we agglomerate materials, components 
and elements, we apply certain functions to it, we 
invite people to use it. Throughout a day, a week, a 
year, decades, maybe centuries. The building, its 
structure, skin, systems, space plans, stuff, but 
also the users undergo a constant development.
In average a dwelling in the social housing sector 
is rented out to the same person/family for app. 8 
years, resulting in a loose connection to the dwell-
ings (Nielsen et al. 2011, p.17). This fact imposes a 
greater number of user changes, but also different 
expectations towards the apartments, the way they 
are used, but also the offered services around it.
On a building level, this results in various changes 
throughout the building’s lifetime, that will happen 
at different intervals in time (fig. 1- timeline). A great 
range of reasons will cause changes, the different 
uses during day and night, during weeks, during 
the season, over years and decades, or after a 
building conversion (2nd lifecycle).
A building unifies all these levels and is dependent 
on them – the challenge is to decode the hierarchy 
and plan both the intervals, but also their interac-
tion.

“SHEARING LAYERS OF CHANGE”
The independence of life-times is one of the ma-
jor issues in today’s constructions, a fact that 
usually is not taken into account properly during 
the design stage. Referring to Stewart Brand’s 
“Shearing Layer Strategy” (fig.2), it is beneficial 
to think of a building’s life-time in layers that will 
need maintenance or have to be replaced at dif-
ferent intervals (Brand 1995). 
If layers are interconnected, or worse, locked-in be-
tween other layers with longer life-times, the build-
ing will in effect “be torn apart” over its lifetime. This 
results in much higher renovation costs as layers 
(or components) are exchanged prematurely. Even 
more important than the initial higher costs are 
the increased environmental impacts due to the in-
creased material input . 
Planners are aware of the fact that buildings will 
undergo various changes in their life-cycle and will 
have to adapt to constantly changing needs and ex-
pectations. However, due to the long lifespan the 
building sector deals with, it is nearly impossible 
to predict when changes will be necessary and 
what the consequences for the building will be.

LIFECYCLE CONCEPT

/ lifecycle concept

THE MATERIAL LIFECYCLE
The material lifecycle (see figure 3) is usually visual-
ised as a circle - banding the different lifecycle stag-
es - raw materials extraction, (building) material pro-
duction, assembly, use stage and finally end-of-life 
(EOL). To keep the circle “rotating” it is necessary to 
input secondary resources as energy in order to pro-
duce and maintain, while on the output side emis-
sions and waste are a result. The different stages 
vary in their time spans from few years (produc-
tion stage) to decades (use stage) and will cre-

ate very specific impacts onto the environment. 
While the production stage is responsible for deple-
tion of resources (raw materials, water) and relatively 
high energy demands during production (material 
dependent), the use stage will utilize inputs to main-
tain the products function. The End-of-Life-stage is 
thus responsible for large shares of waste produc-
tion, but can also “return” energy as some materials 
can be incinerated and will substitute other energy 
carriers for heat production (see fig 6).
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source: Brand, Stewart, “Shearing layers of change”  in “How Buildings Learn”, 1995Figure 2: Shearing Layers of Change
source: Brand, Stewart. How Buildings Learn. 1995
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The ecological concept addresses the origin, use 
and disposal of materials that are utilized within a 
renovation project. The Lifecycle Concept was 
about the WHEN and WHY, the ecological con-
cept is about the HOW and WHERE. Ecology  is a 
topic that is vital to more sustainable systems, as it 
describes the relation between the many different 
players and drivers involved and their environment.
Regarding the Nordic Built Charter especially 
the principles No.7 – “utilises local resources and 
is adapted to local conditions, but also No.4 – 
“Achieves zero emissions over its lifecycle” are in 
focus of this concept.

THE CHALLENGE
Most residential housing blocks from the period 
1960-75 have been built based on precast-concrete 
elements. Concrete and the contained steel (re-
bar) are materials that use large amounts of 
energy during the production process, but po-
tentially have very long lifetimes (80+ years). 
Through a renovation many of these elements are 
getting obsolete and will normally be considered 
and treated as waste. New materials are added onto 
the buildings, causing yet more impacts as resources 
are depleted, energy used and waste produced in 
the material production and assembly.
The future challenge will be to assess resources, 

utilize them and maybe even learn to design dif-
ferently, with a point of departure in the amount 
and type of resources that can be accessed lo-
cally in order to reduce our overall impact on the 
environment.
The second task will be to make resources - that 
cannot be reused within one renovation project -ac-
cessible to others, maybe even other branches, that 
might be able to reuse building materials (“lefto-
vers”) yet more efficiently.

URBAN MINING – VALUING AND REUS-
ING LOCAL RESOURCES
Traditionally in a building process, a design is made, 
materials, components and elements are chosen, 
then a building is erected. In the future this process 
could be altered to: resources are assessed, accord-
ingly a design is decided, then the building is built. 
And if we wanted to make this concept yet more lo-
cal, the area where materials may be sourced can be 
limited.
Urban Mining describes this principle of utilizing 
the resources that are found inside our cities. The 
idea originates in Jane Jacobs’ book “The Economy 
of Cities” (1969):

“In the highly developed economies of the future, 
it is probable that cities will become huge, rich 
and diverse mines of raw materials. ... The larg-
est, most prosperous cities will be the richest, the 
most easily worked, and the most inexhaustible 
mines. Cities that take the lead in reclaiming their 
own wastes will have high rates of related devel-
opment work.” 

In our model the BYSCO (see Business Concept) 
should act as a platform for Urban Mining offer-
ing resources to be found in one project to an-
other project always with the aim on reducing 
the need for new, virgin materials.
The idea of Urban Mining will also allow offering a 
component that cannot be reused within one pro-
ject to another project where it potentially replac-
es other new matreials (see also Lifecycle concept, 
“Cascaded systems” ). Alternatively the component 
can be “degraded” into a less complex product that 
might have a broader range of applications, either 
within the original project or any other product sys-
tem that might need the present resources.
Similar exchange systems do already exist under 
the name “Industrial Symbiosis” in the industri-
al sector (e.g. Kalundborg Eco-industrial Park), 
where industrial firms offer their waste to other 
firms to replace virgin resources. In a future “build-
ing symbiosis” we would exchange building compo-
nents.

THE BUILDING AS A BANK
The steel rebar form a good example for the idea of 
Urban Mining and also regarding the building as a 
building material bank: In only one standard hous-
ing block made from precast-concrete elements 
from the 1960s app. 120-200 tons steel were used 
as rebar in the concrete elements (-> 1-1,5 volume % 
of the concrete elements). As of January 2013 used 
steel has a marked value of app 250 Euros/ton. The 
total value of only the raw material steel contained 
in one housing block adds thus up to app. 30.000 – 

50.000 Euro.
As many other resources, steel is a scarce resource, 
while the demands are likely to be rising. Further-
more the steel production demands large amounts 
of energy, in consequence steel prices will increase 
to much higher levels.
For the BYSCO owning the resource contained in 
a building project this will mean a great chance 
of increased values of those resources. This fact 
will create another incentive to maintain owner-
ship of the existing materials and never regard-
ing them as waste.

EARTH, SUN, WIND AND WATER
“Local resources” does not only include materials or 
building components, that can be sourced locally, 
but also natural resources as the earth, sun, wind 
and water can support a modern site. 
On aspect is the supply with energy and water – 
here systems as solar collectors, photovaltaics, heat 
pumps and rainwater tanks can be key to access 
these resources. 
Furthermore will the landscape surrounding the 
buildings be a vital part of a (storm) water manage-
ment strategy. Water can be collected, directed and 
seeped away on-site, without stressing the local 
sewage systems. But rain water can also be seen as 
aresource, collected and used as “grey water” in toi-
lets and washing machines, potentially substituting 
for up to 50% of the fresh water used in a household 
(calculation based on: Nærvig Petersen et al. 2005, 
fig.61).

ECOLOGICAL CONCEPT

/ ecological concept
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Renovation of the existing building stock is the task 
of the future – as it has been for the last 30 years. 
But the situation is changing with the aging building 
stock, as larger renovations are becoming necessary 
after 40-50 years a building is in use, the question 
arises if replacing the building with a new one could 
be more feasible, both in relation to the economy, 
but also the usability of the building .
With regard to the presented renovation concept, 
we want to address two perspectives: the renova-
tion project (now) and the ease of renovation in fu-
ture (in 40-50 years).

THE CHALLENGE
Approximately 60% of all multi-storey residential 
buildings owned by the Danish social housing sec-
tor are precast-concrete element buildings built be-
tween 1950 and 1975. Giving room to about a tenth 
of the Danish population.
These buildings are approaching the age of their live 
expectancy. Within the next 10 years, extensive ren-
ovations of this building typology will be necessary 
to maintain their function.

In the short-run, buildings will have to be retrofitted, 
facades and building systems need upgrades, but 
an extensive renovation also offers the possibility to 
address other issues as changing apartment layouts, 
allowing to adapt to present needs and expecta-
tions as larger kitchens and bathrooms. In the last 
25 years the number of families with 3 or more chil-
dren has risen by app. 25% , this fact also imposes 
the growing need for larger apartments or at least 
apartments that allocate more room to children.

SMALL IS GREAT
Recent dwellings show a constantly growing space 
demand per person. This trend is reflected in the 
fact that the average Danish apartment is fairly large 
compared to the housing situation in other Euro-
pean countries (DK: 50,6m2/person, EU: 33,8m2/
person (Boverket 2005) ). As dwellings are getting 
larger, the energy demand per person rises accord-
ingly.
Future renovations should address this fact and try 
to revert to good Scandinavian traditions by opti-
mizing plans in order to allow transparent/overlap-
ping use of different functions within the same spa-
tial setup of an apartment. The result will be more 
thought-out plans, less space used, less rents paid, 
less area heated, less stuff utilized and thus less re-
sources used, while improving the quality of the 
apartments and the life within – the regional func-
tional tradition.
Put into practice this means to allow greater flex-
ibility within the apartments through built-in, mul-
ti-purpose furniture or through overlapping func-

tions in time (e.g. sleeping room and home office, 
or dining-room/living-room kitchen combinations). 
Another aspect would be to minimize corridor/hall-
way areas equipped with thoughtful furniture, actu-
ally replacing storage-rooms, walk-in closets and/or 
a laundry.

VARIATION VS. FLEXIBILITY
On a building level modernizing the apartment plans 
will result in a greater variation of different apart-
ment sizes and layouts, here especially families with 
many children are in focus. As small, single apart-
ments are known for many tenant shifts, removing 
the smaller one-sided apartments will have the ad-
vantage of less tenant shift and in consequence less 
refurbishment and administration costs. If though 
smaller apartments with lower rents should be re-
tained, as there exists a wish for a more mixed ten-
ant structure (young to old), we would advise to 
keep the “Midtfor” apartments in one of the blocks 
(preferably Block 2, as it has better daylight condi-
tions). Combination of existing apartments and ad-
dition of new building structures (penthouses, gable 
buildings or separate new buildings) will allow a yet 
greater variety of different sized dwellings to live up 
to the many different needs and expectancies.

EASE OF RENOVATION
But an extensive renovation after 40-50 years life-
time should address more aspects. Today renova-
tions need to be undertaken quickly, with least pos-
sible disturbances for the tenants. In many recent 

renovation projects the time-factor is the dominant 
parameter and those streamlined projects show that 
extensive renovation is possible within 10-15 days 
per apartment . For the renovation process, require-
ments are a high degree of prefabrication, possibly 
LEAN-construction and thorough planning. But also 
the load-bearing building structure is a key factor, 
and thus not all existing buildings can be renovated 
using the same – quick – systems and methods.
Non-loadbearing facades allow easier alterations of 
the facades, but with less possibilities of moderniz-
ing the interior plan solution. Load-bearing facades 
reduce the solution space for upgrading facades, 
but allow better adaption inside the apartments, as 
internal walls usually can be (re)moved easily.

NEW BUILDING AS KEY TO RENOVA-
TION
The above named problems especially address the 
(new) design of a renovation project and impose 
different, new design parameters to be taken into 
account: designing the disassembly, allowing ex-
change of components or elements without affect-
ing other parts of the building, and choosing the 
right materials and components to be used, regard-
ing their independent, but also combined lifetimes 
(as mentioned in Lifecycle concept and “Shearing 
Layers of Change” model).
In renovation projects many design options are 
determined through the existing structure to be 
re-used. This refers especially to the dimension of 
rooms, floor heights or maximum static loads. In new 
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ELLEBO AS IT LOOKS NOW, FROM THE AIR AND ON A 
WINTERDAY I DECEMBER 2012

KEYWORDS
•	 Architectural quality
•	 Daylight
•	 Materials
•	 Accessability
•	 Flexibility
•	 Robustness 
•	 “Grandeur / amenity“ (herlighed)
•	 Landscape and water mangement

INTENTIONS IN RELATION TO THE 
CHARTER

No.1
Is made for people and promotes quality of life 
 -  We want to create better relations between 
people, their dwellings and the nature that sur-
rounds them, surroundings where people can 
grow, feel safe and secure. Architecture that is 
simple yet sophisticated and can be adapted 
over time according to the changing needs and 
life patterns of the inhabitants and the rythms of 
days and nights, seasons and years. - A place of 
opportunity, amenity and pleasure. 

No.2 
Pushes the limits of sustainable performance, as a 
result of our innovative mind-set and high level of 
knowledge 
– We use design methods based on Environmen-
tal Simulations and Life Cycle Analysis to sup-
port design decisions in all stages of the design 
process in order to enhance design performance 
beyond regulatory requirements. We aspire to 
provide new design methods and models of de-
sign by implementing and producing research 
through design and cross-disciplinary collabo-
ration.  We aim to produce innovative business 
concepts in order to implement our design strat-
egies.

No.3 
Merges urban living with the qualities of nature 

-  We use design to achieve favourable microcli-
matic conditions on the site, enhancing the pos-
sibilities of outdoor activities such as gardening, 
play and relaxation. We use design and commu-
nication strategies to promote ecological behav-
iour and resource awareness. Access to sun and 
light is ensured throughout the year, making na-
ture very present inside the buildings.

No.4 
Achieves zero emissions over its lifecycle 
– We provide strategies for design, technology 
and learning so that the renovation will be car-
bon-neutral over the next 50years of its lifecycle. 
Reusing, recycling and reconfiguring existing 
building components, using low-carbon emis-
sion materials as much as possible, optimizing 
energy efficiency and supplying renewable en-
ergy on site, where this is feasible and can be 
achieved. While this is arguably a very tough 
standard to achieve economically with today’s 
energy technology and energy prices, solar po-
tential is maximized in the design, and the build-
ing skin may easily be upgraded with active solar 
systems as they become economically feasible.

No.5 
Is functional, smart and aesthetically appealing, 
building on the best of the Nordic design tradition 
– Rooted in the Nordic traditions of social aware-
ness, environmental sensibility and functionali-
ty, we avoid the superficial spectacularity of form 
and seek to provide simple and understandable 
solutions to complex requirements. We believe 
that elegance is found in the clarity of construc-
tion principles, and in the experience of environ-
mental qualities in architecture.

No.6 
Is robust, durable, flexible and timeless – built to last 
–  We aim to produce a living environment which 
is liveable and loveable. We wish to produce an 
architecture which hopefully will inspire its in-

habitants to invest their time and effort on main-
taining and improving it over time. Nothing will 
last unless it its robust yet adaptable and em-
braced with affection.

No.7 
Utilises local resources and is adapted to local condi-
tions 
–  We can design buildings that are structurally 
logical,  use the “right material for the right job” 
– with regard to climate, durability and place of 
origin.

No.8 
Is produced and maintained through partnerships 
founded on transparent collaboration across bor-
ders and disciplines 
– we can design buildings and surroundings, 
that are based on modern business strategies, 
that will be able to band communities, firms and 
users long-term to create stability and security, 
spanning over continents and establish depend-
encies, that will profit the societies.

No.9 
Employs concepts that are scalable and used glob-
ally 
– We aim to improve the built environment glob-
ally by contributing to knowledge and awareness 
through improved design methods and innova-
tive social and economic concepts which may be 
implemented globally and adapted to differing 
local conditions. 

No.10 
Profits people, business and the environment 
– all our concepts set focus on sustainable solu-
tions. 

DESIGN CONCEPT / LANDSCAPE AND ARCHITECTURE

/ design concept
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/ nordic built chart

SOCIAL CONCEPT

BUSINESS CONCEPT

ENERGY CONCEPT

LIFECYCLE CONCEPT

ECOLOGICAL CONCEPT

RENOVATION CONCEPT

DESIGN CONCEPT

O1/1

We, the Nordic building sector, will join forces and capitalise on our common strengths to deliver the sustainable 
solutions the Nordic region and the world demands. The time is now and the principles of 

Nordic Built Charter will lead the way.

our commitment
We commit to taking leadership and implement the Nordic Built principles in our work and our 

business plans. We commit to taking the necessary actions to deliver competitive concepts for a sustainable 
built environment that benefit users, the building sector, our region and the world.

our nordic built principles
we will create a built environment that:

our invitation
We, the Nordic building sector, invite the Nordic governments and public authorities, investors and financial 

institutions, end-users and building owners, the energy sector and all others who have a stake in our mission, to join us 
in our efforts to accelerate the transition to a sustainable built environment.

Signed by:
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quality of life  

Pushes the limits of sustainable 
performance, as a result of our innovative 

mind-set and high level of knowledge 

Merges urban living with the 
qualities of nature

Achieves zero emissions 
over its lifecycle 

Is functional, smart and aesthetically 
appealing, building on the best of the 

Nordic design tradition

Is robust, durable, flexible and timeless - 
built to last
 

Utilises local resources and is adapted 
to local conditions 

Is produced and maintained through 
partnerships founded on transparent colla-
boration across borders and disciplines.

Employs concepts that are scalable 
and used globally

Profits people, business and the 
environment
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Company name Company representative Date Signature

APPENDIx o1/1

PRINCIPLES CONCEPTS CONCEPTS RELATIONS 
TO THE PRINCIPLES

The ten principles in the Nordic Built Charter have 
been transformed into seven concepts which sum-
marize the most important aspects of sustainable 
design. The seven concepts provide a multiple 
solutions space which breaks down the complexity 
of sustainable design into tangible elements.

Principles1-2-3-4-6-9-10

Principles 2-6-8-9-10

Principles 2-4-7-9-10

Principles 2-4-6-9

Principles 2-4-7-8-9-10

Principles 2-6-9-10

Principles 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10

NORDIC BUILT CHALLENGE Denmark
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business plans. We commit to taking the necessary actions to deliver competitive concepts for a sustainable 
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our nordic built principles
we will create a built environment that:

our invitation
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NORDIC BUILT Challenge -	to	eksempler
Embodied	Energy	+	driftsenergi		/		systemgrænser?

1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060

1st lifecycle 2nd lifecycle

2015-level

1990-level

1960-level

zero-energy use

building code 
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kwh/m2a
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kwh/m2a
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Embodied Energy diagram
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24,8 GJ
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32,5 GJ
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Energy
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NORDIC BUILT Challenge -	to	eksempler
LCA	og	konsekvenser

Strategy E should exemplify the scalability of the con-
cepts and the “silent”, implicit potentials in the exist-
ing housing blocks. It has its point of departure in two 
other, but major questions of future renovation:
1.  What if we don’t need all the many apartments any-
more? (-> Eastern Germany as example, but also Dan-
ish communities that have a decreasing population)
2. How can we make 1960-precast concrete build-
ings fashionable and loved again (as they were in the 
1960s)?
On the STRUCTURE level, every second building en-

results in a reduction of apartments in the existing 
blocks, changing the impression of the former precast-
concrete buildings totally. All of the new apartments 
will have access to daylight from all orientations, re-

the blocks (Block 2+4: east-west / Block 1+3: north-
south).
Removing app. 7000m2 from the existing blocks al-
lows a greater share of new construction compared 
to the other cases. In consequence we are able to of-

built-in (app. 10.000m2 in total).
As in Strategy C and D, the concrete elements from 
the existing buildings are reuses as partition walls and 
bracing elements. When exposed on the interior, they 
can get a vital part of telling the story of re-inventing 
Ellebo.
Ballerup is a community with a rising population and 
with relatively many housing blocks from the 1960s. 
The future Ellebo will stand out with its new expres-
sion, leaving the notion of precast-housing blocks be-
hind it. For the future a new basis for liking and loving 
Ellebo is created, making it last longer just by this fact. 
On the SKIN level, the façade can be upgraded as in 
Strategy B. Old façade elements are widely reused on-
site, either within the new buildings or the landscape 
(surface for paths or new parking lots, see also design 
and ecological concept).
On the SPACEPLAN level, this strategy allows most 

apartment layouts and sizes can vary greatly. On all ex-
isting buildings penthouses will be added as in Strate-
gy B, creating larger family apartments spanning over 

Strategy E also has a dedicated SOCIAL level has it will 
allow a particular rehousing strategy. The new build-
ings could partially be erected before the deconstruc-
tion takes place (the plot ratio will be exceeded for 
the building period), all tenants from one block could 
move in to the new building while their own buildings 
are renovated, and move back afterwards. More new 
buildings are built, reusing some of the material from 
the deconstructed building parts. More tenants can 
then be rehoused on–site while the remaining build-
ings are renovated (see also the social concept).
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Strategy A
add-on facade
penthouse

Strategy B1
new facade (stone)
penthouse

Strategy B2
new facade (wood)
penthouse

Strategy C
re-use facade
penthouse

Strategy D
re-use facade
new buildings

Strategy E
reuse facade
deconstruction+ reuse
(new) buildings

CO2eq.

WASTE

EMBODIED 
ENERGY

WATER

RESOURCES

COSTS

Strategy A
add-on facade
penthouse

Strategy B1
new facade (stone)
penthouse

Strategy B2
new facade (wood)
penthouse

Strategy C
re-use facade
penthouse

Strategy D
re-use facade
new buildings

Strategy E
reuse facade
deconstruction+ reuse
(new) buildings

SITE

STRUCTURE

SKIN

SYSTEMS

SPACE PLAN

STUFF

REUSE of existing  structure
Lightweight construction
of penthouses

no changes

add-on facade
240-310 mm standard
insulation
slate cladding

Upgrading of existing
systems
(district heating)

2+4, 
new  kitchen / bathroom

no changes

REUSE of existing  structure
Lightweight construction
of penthouses

no changes

new facade

insulation
slate cladding

Upgrading of existing
systems
(district heating)

in block 2+4, 
new  kitchen / bathroom

no changes

REUSE of exist. structure
Lightweight construction
of penthouses

no changes

new facade

insulation
wood cladding

Upgrading of existing
systems
(district heating)

in block 2+4, 
new  kitchen / bathroom

no changes

REUSE of exist.  structure
Lightweight construction
of penthouses

no changes

new facade
420 mm wf.-insulation
reused-concrete elements
as cladding

Upgrading of existing
systems
(district heating)

in block 2+4, 
new  kitchen / bathroom

no changes

REUSE of existing structure
+new building
construction

no changes

new facade
420 mm wf.-insulation
reused-concrete elements
as cladding

Upgrading of existing
systems
(district heating)

in block 2+4, 
new  kitchen / bathroom

no changes

REUSE of existing structure,
partial removal
+new building
construction

no changes

new facade
420 mm wf.-insulation
slate cladding

Upgrading of existing
systems
(district heating)

in block 2+4, 
new  kitchen / bathroom

no changes

Table 1:  
 (Percentages are based on a cost estimate and a Lifecycle Assessment. (LCA). 100% reltates to the “base case” (Strategy A) )
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ecological concept /

URBAN MINING IN BALLERUP

REMEMBER YOUR NEIGHBOURS
Ecology is about relations and interactions and as 
stated in the Energy Concept it is important to see 
each building in its local context – what resources 
can be shared, what resources might others need? 
Today, plus energy buildings are able to produce 
more energy than they need. These surpluses can 
be offered to other buildings that - due to their ty-
pology - possibly cannot be upgraded to conserve 
energy, but inherit other vital community functions 
(for example protected and heritage buildings).
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Figure 2: direct reuse of Ellebo’s concrete facade elements within the new landscape design

Figure 1a/b: Ballerup as a great location for basing URBAN MINING 

Reusing concrete elements as 
playhouses on-site
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Market potential for renovation of multi-storey 
residential buildings in Denmark

56,6 years is the average age of a building in Denmark in 2011

61,5% of all residential buildings are older than 40 years

24,5% of all residential buildings are older than 80 years

33% of the Danish building stock was built between 1950 and 1975 (montagebyggeri)

1,3% of the Danish building stock was built after the new energy regulations came into e�ect (BR08)

57% of all multi-storey buildings owned by social housing companies have been built between 1950-75

10% of the Danish population resides in multi-storey residential buildings, owned by social housing companies

building construction “ease of renovation” should 
play an important role, but even more important is 
to make conversions to different uses possible in or-
der to extend the buildings overall lifetime.
Today existing housing-blocks with a standard free 
room-height of 2,50m are locked-in to always be 
used as dwellings. With just a little more floor-height 
(20-30cm), other uses as nursing-homes, hotels or 
offices would get possible alternative uses. Ground 
floors should have a height of 3,50-3,80m to allow 
functions as shops, cafes/restaurants, supermarkets 
or day care centres in the future.

REHOUSING
Ease of renovation should also cover the challenge 
of rehousing the tenants during a renovation pro-
ject. If possible tenants should not have to move out 
of their apartments while their flats are renovated. 
Making people move is always a very harsh invasion 
of their privacy, even if it is only short-term. On the 
other hand can a renovation-while-in-use be an ex-
tremely complicated task and needs to be planned 
and communicated thoroughly beforehand. If re-
housing cannot be avoided due to the scope of the 
renovation, tenants should move into apartments 
close-by to be able to maintain most of their social-
lives during the rehousing period.
Rehousing is also an expensive asset in a renovation 
project, possibly ranging within 2-5%* of the con-
struction costs . 
*figures based on economical calculation for the renovation strategies 1-5

RESTAURATION VS. RENOVATION
In most countries the solution usually for these areas 
are to tear down the building and start over. Thereby 
forever loosing the architectural, cultural and histor-
ical qualities in the building.
In the Nordic countries there is a tradition of reno-
vating this era of architecture. Most times the build-
ings are unrecognisable afterwards, with the same 
result as the former solution.
This means that we should be thinking more of a res-
toration, rather than a renovation. 
By restoring some of the architectural intentions 
from this period whilst modernising it, we are re-
specting the period and giving it a new and pro-
longed life. 
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DANISH FACTS ON DWELLINGS

Figure 2: More room-height in the the buildings base, opens up for alternative use other than apartments 

Figure 1: REUSE of concrete elements as “remembering surfaces” in new buildings

figures calculated based on tables from Statistics Danmark (DST), Statistikbanken, 2011
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The staircases have a vairety of qualities that 
should be valued and restaured:
the detailing, the materiality - timelessness!

Strategy E should exemplify the scalability of the con-
cepts and the “silent”, implicit potentials in the exist-
ing housing blocks. It has its point of departure in two 
other, but major questions of future renovation:
1.  What if we don’t need all the many apartments any-
more? (-> Eastern Germany as example, but also Dan-
ish communities that have a decreasing population)
2. How can we make 1960-precast concrete build-
ings fashionable and loved again (as they were in the 
1960s)?
On the STRUCTURE level, every second building en-

results in a reduction of apartments in the existing 
blocks, changing the impression of the former precast-
concrete buildings totally. All of the new apartments 
will have access to daylight from all orientations, re-

the blocks (Block 2+4: east-west / Block 1+3: north-
south).
Removing app. 7000m2 from the existing blocks al-
lows a greater share of new construction compared 
to the other cases. In consequence we are able to of-

built-in (app. 10.000m2 in total).
As in Strategy C and D, the concrete elements from 
the existing buildings are reuses as partition walls and 
bracing elements. When exposed on the interior, they 
can get a vital part of telling the story of re-inventing 
Ellebo.
Ballerup is a community with a rising population and 
with relatively many housing blocks from the 1960s. 
The future Ellebo will stand out with its new expres-
sion, leaving the notion of precast-housing blocks be-
hind it. For the future a new basis for liking and loving 
Ellebo is created, making it last longer just by this fact. 
On the SKIN level, the façade can be upgraded as in 
Strategy B. Old façade elements are widely reused on-
site, either within the new buildings or the landscape 
(surface for paths or new parking lots, see also design 
and ecological concept).
On the SPACEPLAN level, this strategy allows most 

apartment layouts and sizes can vary greatly. On all ex-
isting buildings penthouses will be added as in Strate-
gy B, creating larger family apartments spanning over 

Strategy E also has a dedicated SOCIAL level has it will 
allow a particular rehousing strategy. The new build-
ings could partially be erected before the deconstruc-
tion takes place (the plot ratio will be exceeded for 
the building period), all tenants from one block could 
move in to the new building while their own buildings 
are renovated, and move back afterwards. More new 
buildings are built, reusing some of the material from 
the deconstructed building parts. More tenants can 
then be rehoused on–site while the remaining build-
ings are renovated (see also the social concept).
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SITE

STRUCTURE

SKIN

SYSTEMS

SPACE PLAN

STUFF

REUSE of existing  structure
Lightweight construction
of penthouses

no changes

add-on facade
240-310 mm standard
insulation
slate cladding

Upgrading of existing
systems
(district heating)

2+4, 
new  kitchen / bathroom

no changes

REUSE of existing  structure
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of penthouses
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slate cladding

Upgrading of existing
systems
(district heating)
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new  kitchen / bathroom

no changes

REUSE of exist. structure
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new facade
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wood cladding

Upgrading of existing
systems
(district heating)
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new  kitchen / bathroom
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+new building
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REUSE of existing structure,
partial removal
+new building
construction

no changes

new facade
420 mm wf.-insulation
slate cladding

Upgrading of existing
systems
(district heating)

in block 2+4, 
new  kitchen / bathroom

no changes

Table 1:  
 (Percentages are based on a cost estimate and a Lifecycle Assessment. (LCA). 100% reltates to the “base case” (Strategy A) )
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business concept /

THE INCENTIVE STRUCTURE
Main driver for setting up a BYSCO will be the wish and the 
need to reduce building-related risks – and here especially 
financial risks - from all partners in a building renovation 
project. The building owner runs a constantly rising risk 
of not being able to supply and maintain a building at 
reasonable costs (-> future development of energy and 
resource prices).
In consequence the tenants will feel a greater economical 
insecurity as rents and energy prices will rise. At a certain 
point we might even experience shortfalls in the energy 
and/or resource supply (-> heat, water, electricity, materials 
for building maintenance). 
Through engaging the BYSCO, all the above named 
risks will be transferred away from the administration 
or the tenants. The BYSCO includes the building enterprise 
and the operation/maintenance of the building in order to 
be able to deliver a high performance service to the users 
and create the basis for a possible product-life-extension  
of the building. In return all revenues achieved through 
a better performing and more robust and longer-lasting 
building belong to the BYSCO, as well as all resources do, 
that are embodied in the buildings (-> raw materials, but 
also connected responsibilities). The BYSCO will be a 
slow-growing, but steady business, taking advantage 
of long-term contracts and the corresponding, steady 
finances. Regarding the business strategy a BYSCO might – 
at present - also have the advantage of not having any com-
petitors in the field of “product-Life-extension” of buildings.

POSSIBLE BARRIERS
As described above the BYSCO will have to exist over the 
same lifespan as the buildings (30 years – 80 years). This, of 
course imposes a certain degree of insecurity on, if the BY-
SCO as a business actually can exist over a corresponding 
livespan. But a BYSCO would have a different setup

compared to a traditional (share-holder owned) firm, as its 
primary societal aim is to save resources and not making 
fast profits. A possible solution could be to integrate the 
BYSCO within a community, a large housing administration 
firm or a Pension fund, that will provide the trust in the ex-
istence of the BYSCO even after half a century.  
Another obstacle might be traditional ownership structures 
and the legal rights connected. In order to allow a BYSCO to 
work, it would be necessary to hand over proprietary rights 
from the building owners to the BYSCO. Secondly and as 
most projects in the social housing sector already are fi-
nanced through Landsbyggefonden, commitments and li-
abilities might exist that would have to be resolved.
As mentioned before, low building material cost will make 
it difficult to financially consolidate the BYSCO just on the 
reusing, reconditioning and recycling revenues, as new 
building materials probably will stay - financially seen - 
cheap until resource scarcity and efficiency gets a serious 
topic within the building sector.
Furthermore financing of the BYSCO’s budget might be a 
challenge with regard to the current financing possibilities 
through Landsbyggefonden. Here it might be necessary to 
create a new fund, with the purpose to support the BYSCO 
model and to allow a more suitable financing of those ini-
tiatives that currently cannot be covered by e.g. Landsby-
ggefonden or Byggeskadefonden. 
As the BYSCO will offer a turnkey contract (totalenterprise) 
to the building owner, but not necessarily also is a building 
contractor the current tendering system might need to be 
adjusted to allow the BYSCO to integrate all building relat-
ed responsibilities into their new business. 

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE – ONE BUDGET
With the need of maintaining the “business” BYSCO over a 
long lifetime and the necessary trust in its existence, a BY-
SCO will ideally be created by a housing administration 
company or a state-owned agency that focuses on re-
ducing the building-related use of resources.
The BYSCO would take ownership of all resources present 
in a building and get the responsibility to govern the pro-
jects total budget over at least 30 years. The traditionally 
separated budgets for building costs and operation/
maintenance would be merged into one project budg-
et, allowing greater expenses in the construction phase 
with the goal to drastically lower operational cost over 
the buildings lifetime (see fig 1).

The reduced cost are the BYSCO’s revenues, but other than 
in PPPs or ESCOs this revenue is not transferred into the 
company (and towards its stakeholders), but will be kept 
in a BYSCO-fund that again will be able to finance fur-
ther renovation projects following the same model. This 
type of fund is found already under the name of “Green-
Revolving-Fund”, a financing system that is used widely 
amongst US-universities to finance the sustainable reno-
vation of their building assets and to create a “sustainable 
funding cycle” (Flynn et al. 2012, s.4)

The incentive to extend the building’s component’s 
lifetimes results in more labour intensive processes (-> 
new, local jobs), as materials, components or elements 
will have to be reused, reconditioned, refurbished or re-
cycled locally, but will reduce the input of new materi-

als or energy. 
The idea of “Urban mining”  (see Ecological Concept) could 
be key to both start a BYSCO, but also expanding its range 
of commintments by establishing new networks across 
municipalities.

THE BOTTOMLINE(S)
Advantages of the BYSCO model are:

•	 For the building owner: less risks with the renovation 
project, its quality and the future supply of energy 
and resources. 

•	 For the BYSCO: a new, steady business opportunity, 
built-on long-term contracts and relations to the 
building owners, the tenants and the local community 

•	 For the residents: less risks of increasing rents, and a 
guarantee for a continued, high quality home 

•	 For the local society: new job opportunities and a 
more local economy, as resources stay local 

•	 For the environment: less environmental impacts, 
due to a greater awareness of resource re-use across 
projects and industries.

References
Flynn, E., Orlowski, M. & Weisbord, D., 2012. Greening the 
Bottom Line 2012, Cambridge, Mass: Sustainable Endow-
ments Institute.  
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NORDIC BUILT Challenge -	to	eksempler

BYSCO-konceptet:

Ellebo	bliver	til	en	Produkt-Service-System	(PSS)

->	incitament	til	at	spare	ressoucer

->	skaber	jobs	(lokalt)

->	skaber	langvarige	forretningsperspektiver

->	begrænser	(økonomiske)	risici	for	beboerne

->	ingen	“point-of-sales”	(kun	et	budget,	ansvaret	forbliver	hos	BYSCO)

men:	hvem	kan	gøre	dette	(tillid)?	hvem	ejer	bygningen?
hvad	med	beboerdemokratiet?	store	byggeopgaver	uden	udbud?
fungerer	systemet	kun	ved	høje	materialepriser?
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Figure 1: budget structures, standard and BYSCO model
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The economical concept tries to present a possible solution 
through creating a closed-loop incentive structure appealing 
to all stakeholders in a renovation project, resulting in greater 
financial security for all involved partners through the pro-
jects lifetime, a reduction of the environmental impacts and 
favouring the local community at the same time.

THE CHALLENGE:
The social housing sector is responsible for hundreds of thou-
sands of dwellings in Denmark. Great efforts are undertaken 
to maintain their quality, renovate them to current standards 
and react to new realities that lie within a changing aware-
ness of our environment. The existing financing schemes 
seem not to be able to cover the expenses that will be caused 
by extensive renovation projects with a greater focus on sus-
tainable measures. Reducing a buildings energy demand 
seems to be the least problematic of the challenges awaiting 
the sector, but how can be dealt with resource efficiency, pro-
moting local life as part of a building project or dealing with 
future financial risks?
How can the building administration provide greater se-
curity to their tenants, both with regard to the private 
economy, but also the supply with needed resources as 
water and heat.

Unpredictable energy and resource prices add uncertainty to 
future operation and service costs, limited/reduced building 
costs and in consequence the use of less robust building solu-
tions can cause earlier defects which result in shorter main-

tenance intervals and higher costs, at the same time usabil-
ity and quality of the building itself is reduced, the building 
owner has gotten a poorer building, the tenants have gotten 
a poorer service.
Shorter maintenance intervals, the greater number of 
replacements and less efficient use of energy results in a 
greater – and unnecessary - use of resources and expens-
es.
Currently the cost aspect does not seem to create a problem 
in itself, as both prices for building materials and energy are 
too low to actually create a greater saving incentive. But the 
uncertainty of future price developments and availability of 
resources is gaining importance and value (->as can be seen 
through the current forming of many new ESCOs).

The different phases in a building project, starting with 1. 
raw material production, 2. building material production, 3. 
component production, 4. building construction and 5. end-
ing with the use and operation of the building, create a new 
challenge, as each time a new phase in the lifetime is reached 
a “product” is sold to the next responsible entity, at the same 
time (and as warranty periods are short) all product-related 
responsibilities are transferred to the new owner. These 
transitions are called Point-of-Sales and are a major reason 
for products with shorter lifetimes. In opposition, removing 
Point-of-Sales will create a strong incentive of improving 
products as responsibilities stay with the producer through-
out the product’s total lifetime.

THE CONCEPT
The economical concepts is based on the principles for Prod-
uct Service Systems (PSS). PSS describe products that have 
been transferred into services, promoting their extended use 
and making their ownership less interesting and less relevant 
. The advantage for the user is the guaranteed high qual-
ity service at a fixed price, the system owner has an incen-
tive to keep the service updated, while continously push-

ing performance in order to increase the revenues of his/
her investment (the delta between the service fee and the 
real costs). 
In the building sector, the concept is well-known in the names 
of ESCO (Energy Service Company) or PPP (Public private 
partnership) with the difference, that ESCOs (only) have fo-
cussed on providing energy for buildings and thus reducing 
the risks of energy supply for the building owners and PPPs 
are most interested in finances related to the partnership.
Our model behind the economical concept can be called 
BYSCO   - a building service company – that will take 
ownership of renovation projects and accompany them 
through their complete lifetime. The aim of the BYSCO is 
to reduce both financial, but also quality related risks for the 
building owner and the tenants, saving resources in the 
construction and operation phases of the buildings, and 
creating a positive impact for the local community by 
providing new job opportunities and favouring a more 
local (and circular) economy.

THE SERVICE 
The utility provided by the BYSCO can be described as a 
spectrum of building related services ranging in time from 
planning, financing and steering of the building process, 
management of the necessary resources, setting up and op-
eration of the energy supply, operation and maintenance of 
the buildings. The engagement of the BYSCO stops the day 
the building has been disassembled and removed complete-
ly (End-of-Life). The responsibility for the End-of-Life stage 
is especially important, as it will create the strongest in-
centive to build and maintain the building in a way that 
it actually can be disassembled and split up into clean 
and re-usable building or raw materials, after a hopefully 
relatively longer lifetime.
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Målsætning Arkitektkonkurrence Innovationspulje 
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NORDIC INNOVATION 

Innovationsansøgning på baggrund af erfaringerne fra arkitektkonkurrencen. 
Det designmetodiske værktøj bør komme flere til gode. Udfordringer: 
 
-  Bygninger står for størstedelen 40% af energiforbruget. Arkitektur er 

(også) ressourcestyring 

-  Helhedssynet udfordres, kompleksiteten stiger, kræver ny ekspertise 

-  Implementering og udvikling af ny viden i praksis kræver tid og ressourcer 

-  Rådgivervirksomheder er ofte små og mellemstore virksomheder, 
ressourcer er begrænsede, økonomi og tid er presset 

NORDIC INNOVATION
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NORDIC	  INNOVATION	  

Idé: Nyt Nordisk Netværk for Arkitektvirksomheder:  
Nordic Built STED – Sustainable Transformation and Environmental Design 

-  Kritisk masse: Flere virksomheder kan kollektivt skabe mere viden, accelerere 
udvikling, og skabe byggede demonstrationsprojekter 

-  Maksimal udnyttelse af nordiske styrkepositioner indenfor både arkitekt og 
ingeniørforskning: zero-energy, zero-carbon, zero-waste 

 
-  Stærk Nordisk arkitektonisk identitet og ekspertise via mix af etablerede og ny 

virksomheder med stærke faglige profiler (New Nordic, Louisiana) 

NORDIC INNOVATION
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NORDIC	  INNOVATION	  

Idé: Nyt Nordisk Netværk for Arkitektvirksomheder:  
Nordic Built STED – Sustainable Transformation and Environmental Design 

-  Fokus: Bæredygtige designløsninger for renovering og transformation 

-  Fokus: Forbedret brug af IT: BIM, simuleringsværktøjer og LCA redskaber i 
designprocessen. Ny tjenesteydelser 

-  Fokus: Struktureret vidensdeling gennem forsknings- og praksissamarbejde, 
udvikling af fælles databaser. 

NORDIC INNOVATION
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NORDIC	  INNOVATION	  

Close, - but no cigar! Udfordringer: 

-  Innovation i tjenesteydelser. EUDP havde et forholdsvist snævert 
teknologisk sigte mht. innovation, - ikke på IT, - ikke på services/
tjenesteydelser 

-  Uens kriterier mellem Nordisk og de nationale niveauer (EUDP i Danmark), 
meget svært at navigere i 

 
-  Forskningsdimension måtte neddrosles pga krav om meget ‘markedsklare’ 

innovationer  

NORDIC INNOVATION
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NORDIC	  INNOVATION	  

Anbefalinger: 

-  Større og tydeligere fokus på designforskning, designinnovation og 
designløsninger:  

Godt design skaber mere værdi i flere dimensioner, sparer mere energi, 
og har bedre miljøprofil end suboptimerede teknologiske tiltag 

-  Bredere teknologisk sigte: 
 

Teknologi i designproces, Informationsteknologi til støtte for 
designkvalitet, teknologisk knowhow 

NORDIC INNOVATION
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Konkurrence vs forsknings- og udviklingsproces: 
 
 
Forskellige tempi, omsættes langsomt i praksis 

Målsætning Arkitektkonkurrence Innovationspulje 
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